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As Borås has been shaped through modern 
history, the thread has been a major element 
in the city’s development. It can be seen as 
the city’s fate; connecting the past, present 
and future in a complex urban fabric. In 
this fabric, the commons play a crucial role. 
They are fundamental parts in making a city 
democratic, liveable, vibrant and just. 

Now it is time for Gässlösa to get sewn 
into the fabric with a new thread where the 
creative and productive heritage is preserved 
while housing for 6100 people and services 
add new qualities to the site. Common 
spaces, places for production, green spines 
and accessibility along Viskan contribute to 

make Gässlöa an area where old meets new 
and that local residents as well as inhabitants 
of  all Borås can enjoy.

As shown in the analysis, there is great 
potential in opening up the site towards 
neighbouring residential areas to make them 
have use of  the site’s qualities. Furthermore, 
local urban typologies can be used to create 
an area that fits into the urban tissue. The 
historical maps show that the area has grown 
a lot during the 20th century, now it’s time to 
open up for changes that can make Gässlösa 
a part of  the city where everyone finally can 
take part of  its’ qualities.
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The commons are strategically used as a driving 
force to make Gässlösa liveable and attractive 
not just for the people that will have their homes 
there, but also for the whole city of Borås. The 
commons as water and nature are used as green 
and blue spines. They are also the collective 

memory that constitutes local identity, common 
places and new use of industrial buildings. 
Finally, the commons are the base for shared 
economy and local production of crafts, culture 
and food in Gässlösa.
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